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Dimmesdale, the personification of "human frailty and sorrow," is young, pale, and physically delicate. The Scarlet
Letter. Nathaniel Hawthorne Character Analysis Arthur Dimmesdale Puritan Community" in the Critical Essays) and
Hawthorne's psychological perspective through which he presents this tragic character.

Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong,
interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective. His characters, the scarlet
A, light and darkness, color imagery, and the settings of forest and village serve symbolic purposes. The
essays in our library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay.
Accordingly, his wonderful sermons are applauded by all for a reason his listeners don't understand: Sin and
agony have enabled the intellectual scholar-minister to recognize and empathize with other sinners. Collective
guilt, then, meant collective - and very public - punishment. The forest is also a symbolic place where witches
gather, souls are signed away to the devil, and Dimmesdale can "yield himself with deliberate choice. When
Hester tells him that the ship for Europe leaves in four days, he is delighted with the timing. Hawthorne
received in an appointment as surveyor of the Salem Custom House. When they know Pearl is not a religious
child, they act really fast to prevent it. Nighttime, however, is the symbol of concealment, and Dimmesdale
stands on the scaffold at midnight, concealing his confession from the community. Dimmesdale's confession
in the third scaffold scene and the climax of the story is the action that ensures his salvation. She is the scarlet
letter in the flesh, a reminder of Hester's sin. He has large, melancholy eyes and a tremulous mouth, suggesting
great sensitivity. Pearl is outcasted from society because of her non-conformity to rigid Puritan morals, similar
to how Hawthorne alienates his own daughter Una for having a more masculine personality. She lived in her
old cottage and continued her charitable work. He published his first novel Fanshawe, in  Hester and Pearl
used the money to leave Boston and go to Europe. It comes to the assumption that politics, government, and
law should be heavily influenced by the Protestant religion even to private lives of individuals, including and
perhaps especially their sexual lives, should be heavily influenced by the Protestant religion. They believed
men were head of the household and made all important decisions, while women were just there to take care
of housework. Dimmesdale then went up onto the platform with Hester and Pearl. In other words, it might
conclude every sin cannot be forgiven and forgetful, the sinner will go directly to hell. When Dimmesdale
leaves the forest with his escape plan in mind, he is tempted to sin on numerous occasions during his journey
back to the village. What stands out the most in the book is the use of archaic diction and figurative language,
which serve to paint vivid, descriptive pictures of each character, specifically, Roger Chillingworth. She is a
strong believer in God, and is the least bit stubborn. Or, would they look at his sin, and find him stronger for
confessing? There's a problem with this paper. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one
you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? He cannot stand alone to confess. These three characters all know
the truth about one another, but they go on living as if nothing has changed. For them, simple patterns, like the
meteor streaking through the sky, became religious or moral interpretations for human events. Hester also
becomes a kind of compassionate maternal figure as a result of her experiences. In the forest scene,
Dimmesdale evidently realizes that he is human and should ask forgiveness and do penance openly. Light and
Color Light and darkness, sunshine and shadows, noon and midnight, are all manifestations of the same
images. Thus, he chooses not to tell what he did. While Dimmesdale has intellect but lacks will, Chillingworth
has both. Here the sun shines on Pearl, and she absorbs and keeps it.


